W.I.A.A. BOYS TEAM TENNIS  
June 7-8 2013

DIVISION 2 SEMI FINALS

Notre Dame   6     Regis   1

Singles
Flight 1 -Scott Wall (12) ND def Hunter Cameron (11) Re   6-3, 6-4,
Flight 2 -Matt Frisk (12) ND def Scott Strand (12) Re   6-1, 6-0,
Flight 3 -Victor Bourget (11) Re def Charlie Parish (9) ND   2-6, 6-2, 6-4
Flight 4 -Zach Janssen (9) ND def Dominic Bourget (9) Re   6-3, 6-3,

Doubles
Flight 1 -Mark Cullen (12)/Nick Del Moral (12) ND def
Garrett Nowack (12)/Michael Kozuch (12) Re   6-2, 6-1,
Flight 2 -Naathaniel Calawerts (11)/Nick Williams (11) ND def
Michael Kuznar (12)/Nolan Rodriguez (12) Re   6-0, 6-2,
Flight 3 -Andrew Burnett (12)/Zach Simonet (11) ND def
Braxton Collins (11)/Ben Wislinsky (11) Re   6-0, 6-1,